
  Unit 2. Population.                                                                                                       

Lesson 1. World population and sources for its study.

	 The world population is the total number of living humans on Earth. As 

of today, it is estimated 

to number 7.047 million 

by the United States 
Census Bureau. A 

century ago, in 1912, the 

world popualtion was 
stimated in less than 

two billion people. How 

this is happened? How 

do we know it? Where do 

we get the data, the 

figures?

As you can see on the 

graphic, population haven´t stoped growing since 1800. 

	

	 1.1Population sources.

	

	 Before modern states the main source for population study in Europe 

were the parish registers. Every parish1  church had, and has nowadays, a 

record with all the baptized and dead in its parish. These archives were 

inexact because not all the people got baptized, for example little children 

with less than months, and some people didn´t get a christian burial such as 
criminals, suicidals and other sinners.
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In this unit we´ll study the human population of the world.
Population it´s a key subject to human geography. 
How many are we? How are we distributed in the World and why?
Why in some contries people live until 80 years and in others someone with 60 it´s very old? 
Why people move from a country to other?
We´ll discover the answers in this unit.



	 In the 19th century some record institutions were created by the states 

due to have a greater control over the population of the country and collect 
taxes. 
	 - Civil Registry or Register

	 The first of these database centers were the civil registry or register. 
The civil registration is the system by which a government collects and 

records vital event of its citizens and residents such as birth, death, marriage 

or divorce. This information it´s capital for demography studies in order to 

elaborate rates such birth or dead rate, fertility, etc. 

-Census.

	 The census is a general count of the full population of a country, region 

or city. Census collects data which the civil registry doesn´t such as : 

residence, job, income level, age, sex. The census is made by the census 
agents. They go door by door, house by house, collecting data from its 
residents. As you can figure this is a very expensive effort for a country so 

UN recomends to be taken, at least, every ten years. In Spain the census takes 
place the years ended on 1 since 1970, so next census would take place on 

2021 and last one on 2011.

	
-Municipal Census. (Padron municipal)

	

	 Between general census and general census some contries, such as 

Spain, collect population data from their town halls. For a city or a town it´s a 

key subject because they get their tax roll from there.

	 Most countries have an agency or bureau to manage their census data. 

One of the most important it´s the United States Census Bureau. In Spain  

the census agency is the INE (Instituto Nacional de Estadística) which also 

elaborates important researches such the EPA (Encuesta de Población Activa) 

that collects the employed and unemployed people in the country.

	

1.2.Distribution of the global population

	 Althought the World it´s overpopulated there are population deserts 

and crowded places. Humans can live everywhere, well almost everywhere, 

but it doesn´t mean that we feel “home” and cozy everywhere. The are some 

qualities (temperature, humidity, height, history) which atract or repelled the 

human kind to some areas.
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The darker areas are the most populated such as Southern and Eastern Asia 

(China and India), Western Europe or United States East Coast. The white 

areas are empty or very low populated, the Poles, deserts, mainly. 
	 The measurement of the population per unit area (square kilometers 

mostly) it´s what we called population density, commonly expressed as p/

km2 (hab/km2) The average density is 13 p/Km2 but there´re places where 

reaches 500 p/km2 and many even below 1 p/km2. 
	

	 1.2.1. Population global distribution factors.

	 Climate. 

	 Human population likes temperate and hot climates, not too humid no 

too dry. Humans can´t stand the severe cold or hot, however, as rational 
beings, we can adapt ourself to every weather condition. As you can see in 

the map most of the population are around the temperate latitudes and 

tropics.
	 Dryness it´s another obstacle. Humans can live in the deserts but this 

biome doesn´t alowed many people. We need to eat and deserts are too dry 
for farm or cattle.

	 Height.
	

	 As high as we go in mountains and plateaus the weather gets colder 
and the air thinner. The mou3ntains  have rocky soils and steep sides also, 
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which makes agriculture and settlement harder. However this conditions are 

bad for human settlement in tropical areas are better than the low coastal 
ones due to the fresher temperatures. 
	 So people prefer low flat areas, nearby the sea coast or a river, in fact 
the 50% of the Earth´s population live below 200 meters high, and the 75% 

below 500 meters. Plains are good for farming and oceans and rivers provide  

both food and transportation.

	 Historical factors.

	 The historical age of the population it´s a very important factor. Asia 

and Europe have a very old population, not in its inhabitants age but in the 

settlement and presence of humans from the dawn of human kind. Africa, 

despite being the cradle of humanity, it isn´t very populate due to its 
climatic conditions (most of the continent is covered by deserts) and the 

slave trade which plundered2  its population during the 18th and 19th 

centuries.
	 America and Oceania are less populated due to the modernity of their 
populations. They were the last continents  reached by humans. In America´s 
case the european conquest (mostly spanish) decimates the population 

previous to the discovery, european sickness such as small pox and fire arms 
weren´t of much help.

	 Economics.
	

	 Economy is nowadays a main factor in population distribution. The 

developed and rich countries atract  men and women from underdeveloped 

and poor countries. They  call this, migrations. There have been a lot of 
population movements in human history but in the last years they got 
bigger, lots of people from Africa, America and Asia try to reach the rich 

countries of North America and Western Europe. 

Summing up!
	

	 The world is very pupulated. Every state has created 
agencies in order to know the quantity (amount) and qualities 
of its population. This are agencies are: the civil registry and 
the census bureau. 
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2 To plunder: saquear.



 The census is the general and universal count of a 
country population. UN recomends to do it every 10 years, at 
least.
 The density of the Earth´s human population depends on 
several factors such as: climate, height, history and economics. 
However we manage to settle in almost every corner of the 
Earth.

	 Lesson 2. Natural change in population.

	 A population can grow or shrink3 due to natural causes, such as birth 

and death, or to migration movements. On this lesson we´ll study the 

natural change and its evolution since the end of 18th century.

	

	 2.1. Births.
	

	 Birth, for a geographer, is total of births in a population (country, 
region, city) in a year. For meansure porpuses and to stablish a relation 

between population and births two different rates have been made up.
	
	

	 Crude Birth Rate (C.B.R). It indicates the amount of births every 1000 

inhabitants. Birth rate can be:

-

High, up to 40/1000-20/1000 
- Medium, between 20/1000-10/1000
- Low, below 10/1000.
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3 To shrink. Encoger, disminuir.



	 2.2. Fertility rate.

	 Fertility rate (F.R.). It´s the average number of births by each fertile 

woman in a country or territory. 
	 We call fertile women to the female population of a country between 15 

and 49 years old. A population, in order to keep the same amount must have 

a F.R. above 2.1 children per woman.

As in B.R., F.R. varies from a 

country to other. Most of 
the developed countries 
are below the 2.33 line. In 

the other hand, 

underdeveloped countries 
show the highest rates. 
This doesn´t happen 

ramdonly there´re some 

factors and causes which 

explain this situation. 

	 The ideal B.R., 

regarding the current 
situation of 
overpopulation would be 

bellow  3. 

	

	 2.3. Birth and fertility factors.
	

	 Birth and fertility high or low rates are caused by some factors:
	

	 2.3.1. Economic factors.

- Development level. As rich as the country as low its birth and fertility 
rate is. In the other hand poor countries have high birth rates. 

- Family anual income4. Despite the wealth of the country upper classes 
tent to have less children than lower classes.

- Women work. Women acces to work debase the rates. From WW II5 
working women keep increasing every year.
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4 Income. Ingreso económico.

5 Second World War. Segunda Guerra mundial.



	 2.3.2. Social Factors.

- Religious influences. Low religious influence draw low rates, as higher 
as it gets higher the rates are. Most religions are natalism therefore 

encourage high birth rates. 

- Urbanized and industrial societies. Cities have low birth rates, rising a 

boy or a girl in a city is not easy. Worktimes in industrial societies are 

tight as in farming ones. Families in the cities tend to be nuclear, a 

pair of adults and their kids (usually less than 3)

- Rural and farming societies. Kids are considered a source of wealth6 

and helpful as worker in rural and farming economies, besides the 

fact it´s easier to rise a kid in the countryside, the risks are less and 

there´re always familiar hands to help. In rural societies the family is 
mostly extended type, a family which not only includes parents and 

kids but other relatives, close or distant.

- Academic level. As higher as it gets lower the birth rate. Having an 

academic degree takes time, which delays the first pregnancy in 

women, mostly in developed countries.

- Nuptiality delay. In developed and urban societies the marriage age 

has been delayed, a later marriage means a reduction in the woman 

fertility. Of course marriage isn´t necessary in pregnancy but it´s an 

actual factor.

- Contraception and fertility control. Access and using contracepction 

methods it´s of key importance to understand birth rates. In 

developed and non-religious countries contraception are easy to find 

and use without any problem. Some of these methods are also so 

important against STD´s7

	 2.3.3. Politics.

- Some states develope a natalism or antinatalism policy. Countries 
with aged populations like USA or UE have natalism tendencies and 

the encorage birth by lowering the taxes. China is the most clear 
example of antinatalism with its “one child per family” policy
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6 Wealth. Riqueza, prosperidad, abundancia.

7 STD: Sexual transmision diseases



	 2.4. Death. 

	 Death is the subtracting element in natural population growth. In 

geography death is the total amount of death people in a year in a 

population (a country, region or city).

	

	 Mortality Rate also called Crude Death Rate (CDR). It indicates 
the amount of deaths every 1000 inhabitants. It can be:
- High. 20-10 deaths every 1000 inhabitants
- Medium. 10-5 d/1ooo inhab.
- Low. Below 5 d/1000 inhab.

	 The World´s average CDR is 8.37 %0

	 There´re more than one mortality rate. Among them, besides the 

CDR, it´s the Infant Mortality Rate (IMR) which refers to the child under 
one year dead in a year in a population. 

	 Crude Death Rate World Map.

	 Life expectancy (LE). It´s linked to the Mortality rate and death 

itself, the number of years a person will live depends on it. The average 

LE at the begining of 20th century was 31 years, at 2010 it has reached 
67.2

	 2.5. Mortality Rate, factors of distribution.

	 As in Birth rate, Mortality varies from a country to another, many 

of the factors which affect birth also affect to mortality. The countries 
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with higher Birth rates are ofently the same than the ones with higher 
mortality rates. Compare both maps. 

	 2.5.1. Ecomomy.

- Developement level. Richer countries have lower CDR and higher LE 

than the poorer ones. The reason are quite obvious, better feeding 

doctors, housing, work safety, etc.

	 2.5.2. Nutrition and health.
	

- Having the dayly amount of calories, proteins and vitamins it´s 
crucial to life expectancy. Malnutrition or hunger is the direct or 
underlaying cause in most the fatal diseases such as: cardiovascular 
diseases, infectious and parasitic, cancers, strokes or respiratory 
infections.

- Health systems. Most of the developed countries have a medical and 

health system which provides medical free care for all their citizens. 
In poor countries the lack of medical care and medications is a 

reallity.
- Hygiene. Lacking on hygienic habits, besides the social and cultural 
considerations, is one of the main causes of mortality. Everyday 
hygiene have saved more lifes than antibiotics or vaccines and still 
does. Medical hygiene is also very important, these practices 
(sterilization, use of mask, gloves and caps, etc.) were developed in 

the 19th century, mainly by Louis Pasteur, and stablished in the 

mid-20th century.
- Sanitation. Wastes (industrial, human or rural) can cause many 
different diseases and health problems. Since mid19th century cities 
and countries deploy a sewage systems and since mid 20th century 
wastewater treatment plants. However many underdeveloped 

countries haven´t reached the 100% of their population causing 

serious health problems to their citizens.

	 2.5.3. Society and politics.
	

- Alcohol and cigarettes. Antitabacco and alcohol abuse campaings 
have shown results, there´re less smokers and heavy drinkers every 
year, reducing the number of deaths by related diseases.

- Wars. Many Sub-Saharan countries are already involved in an armed 

conflicts. War is a direct and indirect cause of death, people get killed 
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in battles and such but ther´re other collateral damages, bombing 

casualities, food producing stops causing starvation and diseases.

2.6. Natural increase.
	

	 The Natural Increase is the resulting difference of subtracting 

death to birth. It´s usually expressed as a rate: Crude Birth rate - Crude  

Death Rate/10 = NIR%.
	

	 NIR can be:

	 Very High, 3% or more
	 High, 2-2.9%

	 Moderate, 1-1,9% 

	 Low or neutral, 0.9% or less
	 Negative, below 0%.

	 As you can see in the map above there´s a direct reation between  

developement level and natural increase. The evolution of the RNI 
through is called Demographic Transition Model and we´ll study it in 

the next lesson. 
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	 Summing up!

 Population has its own movements and changes. Some of 
them are natural (birth and death) and some are just 
movements of people (migrations).

 Birth is the amount of born children  in a country or 
territory in time length. Geographers and demographers have 
made up a rate showing the relation between population and 
birth; the Crude Birth Rate (Birth /popultion x 1000). Fertility is 
also ralated to birth, the amount of fertile women, all women 
between 15 and 49 years old, and its relation to the births, 
fertility rate (born children/ fertile women). Birth could be 
affected by social, economic and cultural factors.
 
 Death is the amount of dead people in a contry or 
territory in time length. Crude Death Rate (Death/population x 
1000). Life Expectancy (L.E.) is ralated to Death Rate, as higher 
is the rate lower the L.E. gets. Death is affected by nutrition, 
healthcare, social, economic and political factors.

 The difference between them is the Natural Increase Rate 
wich has changed through history.
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